Miss Livermore’s Group 1 Spellings.

Common exception words

Because
There
Their
They’re
To
Too
Two

Here are some games and ideas for you to use when learning your spellings at
home.
Cut letters out of a
newspaper and stick
them down to spell
each word.

Hangman

Write them with
your eyes closed.

Cover, write,
check.

Words which are
commonly misspelt
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen
Twenty

Use twigs outside to
write the words.

Play scrabble.

Draw a picture
with the words
hidden in the
picture.
Create a word
search with the
words in.

Muddle up the
letters on cards
and place them in
order to spell a
given word.

Challenge: Write each word into a sentence.

Find the spellings in
a reading book.

Write rainbow
words – each letter
is a different
colour.

Write them in rice
in a tray.

Miss Pickrell’s Group 1 Spellings.

Plurals
Spelling rule:
 If the singular noun ends in -y and the letter before the -y is a vowel, simply add an -s to make it plural.
 If the noun ends with -f or -fe, the f is often changed to -ve before adding the -s to form the plural version.
 If the singular noun ends in -s, -ss, -sh, -ch, -x, or -z, add -es to the end to make it plural.
 To make regular nouns plural, add -s to the end.

horses
clouds
dishes
torches
babies
cherries
boys
keys
wolves
scarves
knives
cliffs (exception)
chiefs (exception)
Words we have be using
this week:
because
monarch
orphan
reign
carriage

Here are some games and ideas for you to use when learning your spellings at
home.
Cut letters out of a
newspaper and stick
them down to spell
each word.

Hangman

Type them on a
computer

Write them with
your eyes closed.

Cover, write,
check.

Play scrabble.

Draw a picture
with the words
hidden in the
picture.

Find the spellings in
a reading book.

Create a word
search with the
words in.

Write in graffiti
style font using
colouring pencils
and paper.

Muddle up the
letters on cards
and place them in
order to spell a
given word.

Write them in chalk

Miss Pickrell’s Group 2 Spellings.

Plurals
Spelling rule:
If the singular noun ends in -y and the letter before the -y is a vowel, simply add an -s to make it plural.
 If the noun ends with -f or -fe, the f is often changed to -ve before adding the -s to form the plural version.

If the singular noun ends in -s, -ss, -sh, -ch, -x, or -z, add -es to the end to make it plural.
 To make regular nouns plural, add -s to the end.
If the singular noun ends in -o, add -es to make it plural.



foxes
communities
thieves
hedges
ladies
babies
materials
attempts
tomatoes
potatoes
families
videos
cacti
accidentally
address
answer
actually

Here are some games and ideas for you to use when learning your spellings at
home.
Cut letters out of a
newspaper and stick
them down to spell
each word.

Hangman

Type them on a
computer

Write them with
your eyes closed.

Cover, write,
check.

Play scrabble.

Draw a picture
with the words
hidden in the
picture.

Find the spellings in
a reading book.

Create a word
search with the
words in.

Write in graffiti
style font using
colouring pencils
and paper.

Muddle up the
letters on cards
and place them in
order to spell a
given word.

Write them in chalk

Miss Leak’s Group Spellings.
Here are some games and ideas for you to use when learning your spellings at
home.

Plurals
foxes
communities
thieves
hedges
materials
attempts
tomatoes
families
videos
cacti
accidentally
address
answer
actually
appear

Muddle up the
letters on cards and
place them in order
to spell a given word.

Hangman

Play battleships
spellings

Write each word
in bubble writing

Cover, write,
check.

Play scrabble.

Write them with
your eyes closed.

Create a word
search with the
words in.

Draw a picture
with the words
hidden in the
picture.

Find the spellings in
a reading book.

Write them as many
times as you can
without taking your
pencil off the
paper.
Write them
forwards and
backwards.

